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Using a classical action associated to a point-particle in (1+1)-dimensions the classical
string theory is derived. In connection with this result two aspects are claried: First, the
point particle in (1+1)-dimensions is not an ordinary relativistic system, but rather a some
kind of a relativistic top; and second, through the quatization of such a kind of top the
ordinary string theory is not obtained, but rather a -model associated to a non-compact
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group which may be understood as an extended string theory.
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The central idea of this work is to rise the question whether the classical string theory
[1] may be derived as a rst quantization of a point particle system. At rst sight this idea
may appear rather strange, since it is known that the concept of a string was proposed
precisely as one of the simplest extention of the concept of a relativistic point particle. In
this sence I should mention that what I have in mind is not an ordinary relativistic point
particle which it is extended presumibly by the concept of a string but rather a special
kind of a point particle moving not in an Minkowsky space-time of (3+1)-dimensions but
in a non-ordinary space-time of (1+1)-dimensions.
In fact, I show in this article that by quantizing a special kind of a point particle, which
in an special gauge turns out to be the analog of a relativistic top [2] in (1+1)-dimensions,
an extended version of the classical string theory is derived. In order to distinguish the
point particle refering in this article and the ordinary relativistic point particle it becomes
very convenient to put a name to the new physical system. Further, in order to emphasize
the fact that it is a special kind of a point particle system "living" in a some kind of dual
world of one "space" and one "time", that is in a non-ordinary \space-time" of (1+1)-
dimensions, I called \quatl" (From nahuatl word coatl meaning serpent, twin or dual [3]).
Let me try to clarify still more the main idea of this work. For this purpose assume
that the motion of a Newtonian point particle in an Euclidean space of 3-dimensions, a
relativistic point particle in a Minkowsky space-time of (3+1)-dimensions, and a string





( ) and x
^
(; ) respectively, where  is an arbitrary time-like parameter and  is
an arbitrary parameter used to denote points along the string (here i = 1; 2; 3;  = 0; 1; 2; 3;















  and 
a
= (; ), with a = 0; 1. Of course, this picture will be reected
later on the associated actions, but even at the level of coordinates one notice important
changes.

















Looking things in this way one wonders if the change in the parameters (3) is what it is
really important inducing a change in the coordinates (2). What I would like to mention
here is that the simplicity of the transition (2) may be used to say that strings are one of
the simplest extensions of a point particle.
Let me make a pause and turn now to the question of the relation between the coor-
dinates x





). Simbolically what one would like








One way to understand this transition is to start rst with the classical theory of the rela-
tivistic point particle and then quantize the system using Dirac's constraint Hamiltonian




) elds may be interpreted as quantum states.










be understood as (d+1) scalar elds in (1+1)-dimensions. So, just like the transition (4)








Following the analogy one needs then to develop a classical theory for a point particle
where the motion is described by the coordinates 
a
. In this way after quantize the system
whose motion is described by the coordinates 
a






In this article I found that the transition (5) is, in fact, not possible. This fact
force us to look for an alternative prescription. After some attempts I nally found a
transition which mantain more or less the same ingredients than (5). Symbolically, what











with m = 0; 1 and (^) = 0; 1; ::d. The coordinates 
a
m
describe some kind of a relativistic
top in (1+1)-dimensions and are the variables used to study the motion of what I call
quatl. While the quantum states x
^
(^)
, arising as a rst quantization of the quatl, admits
an interpretation of an element of a non-compact group SO(d; 1).
I need to make some interesting nal remarks. According to the transition (6) the



























Moreover, notice that the expressions (7) and (8) are not of the kind of evolution that one
























with a^ = 0; 1; 2; ::; p.





























) is a metric on the world-surface swept out by the string, 
^^
= diag (-1,...,1)
is the Minkowsky metric in (d+1)-dimensions, and g is the determinant of g
ab
.

























































































Let me now change the subject and turn to explain in more detail the transition (4).

















= diag( 1; 1; 1; 1) is now the Minkowsky metric in (3+1)-dimensions and the
dot means derivative with respect to 
0
.























Now, using Dirac constraint Hamiltonian procedure one can quantize this system by pro-






and applying the constraint in allowed
physical states j'
i












































Let me now compare (14) and (19). Except for the term m
2
these two expesions have
the same structure. So, since (19) is obtained from (18) using special kind of coordinate
















Going backwards, this constraint is expected to be obtained from an action similar to (16),
but now corresponding to a massless point particle moving in (1+1)-dimensions.





















Analysing why one obtains (23), one nds that the main reason is because one has
(21). So, one can attempt to introduce a \mass" term 
2









instead of (21). But one can check that one still has the problem. In fact, using (24) the













But this expression implies again P
a
= 0. The situation can be changed drastically if one
assume that instead of the linear momentum P
a




the indice m is some kind of hidden indice runing from 0 to 1. Considering this change
























where we assume that there is a Matrix 
mn








Note that it is still convenient to have 
2
6= 0.
Altough, one has solved the problem at the level of constraints, one needs, now, to






















in (28) is not really the problem since one can think that it is a hidden indice
in (20). What seems to produce now the problem is the \mass" term 
2
. This mass term
seems to be necessary if one desires to make consistent the constraint (27), but it spoils
the nice structure of (20). So, what to do. Here I would like to propose an idea which
seems to solve the conict.
Assume that instead of the state jx
^
> one has now the state jx
^
(^)
> where (^) is a
new indice runing from 0 to d. This new state deserves a name in order to be distinguished
not only from the state jx
^
> but also from ordinary states j > in quantum mechanics.
According to Dirac's terminology a quantity j > is called a ket and a state <  j is called
a bra. I think that this ket j > is not the same that the ket jx
^
>. So I suggest to





> ketzal (from nahuatl word quetzalli meaning preciouse or treasure [3]). Thus,
using the ketzal jx
^
(^)



























































































































































































































































































































































































































which is an extention of the string action (11) and admits an interpretation of a -model
associated to the non-compact group SO(d,1). In this interpretation the coordinates x
^
(^)




One needs still to ask ourself from which action the constraints (26) and (27) associated



























where  is an arbitrary parameter and  is a lagrange multiplier. Varing this action with
































) = 0: (43)

















































































































But, now, by denition 
ab
is antisymmetric and therefore in (1+1) dimensions should








where  is an arbitry factor.




















, and therefore (45) corresponds to




and (48) becomes an identity. A constraint of the form
































is the angular velocity. This lagrangian admits an interpretation of some kind of relativistic
top [2].
Let me summarize the results and make some nal remarks.
Starting with an action associated to special kind of point particle called quatl I have
derived a generalized -model associated to the non-compact group SO(d,1), which may
be understood as an extension of the string theory. Looking string theory as an extension
of this -model one arrives to the conclusion that the usual rst quantization procedure
in the string theory may be interpreted as a second quantization, and therefore, quantum
string eld theory should correspond to a third quantization. This results agree with the
suggestion [5] that "classical string theories do not exist".
I need to make just a nal comment in connection with the new names suggested
in this article. First, since I call the states jx
^
(^)
> ketzal and these states apply to the
constraints corresponding to what I call quatl, then, the complete theory developed in
this article should be called Ketzalquatl or Quetzatcoatl (from nahuatl meaning plumed
serpent or precious Twin [3]). Of course, I should be respectfull about this name since is
one of the main deities in Mesoamerican cultures. But I think that the theory presented
here instead to reduce reenforces the importance of this deity.
I am grateful to Claudia Rodrguez for editing this manuscript in tex.
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